
VFM-DAD3+S White Monitor Desk Dual Arm
with shelf
vav.link/vfm-dad3pluss VFM-DAD3+S EU SAP: 4871925 US SAP: 70017261

Dual arm double-articulated desk mount
One arm supports a display up to 34”,
One arm has a laptop tray
Adjustable side clamps to secure laptops
For laptops from 292-430 mm (11.5-16.9″) wide
Shelf size: 292 x 275 mm (11.5 x 10.8″) deep
Unique Quick-Clamp
Parts included for grommet �xing to desk

Correct ergonomics are essential to avoid injury and
maximise productivity. People who use a laptop (or tablet)
with a second computer monitor should have their laptop
screen at the same height as the monitor and have a
separate keyboard on the desk. This mount combines the
standard dual-desk arm with a shelf (which comes in
separate carton).

Vision have obsessed over the detail to make it as quick
and easy to install.

Components included:

VESA
The arms offer a massive range of movement, and the VESA
mount �ts any monitors which have 75 x 75 mm or 100 x 100 mm
rear mounting holes.

Premium Construction
Aircraft-grade aluminium arms are �nished with a white anti-
scratch surface.

Quick- Clamp
The clamp has a quick-release to adjust quickly for varying table
thicknesses as thin as 14 mm (0.44″).

Thumbscrews
Includes thumbscrews so you can be done faster, with fewer tools.

Quick Release
The laptop tray �xes to the desk post’s VESA plate – where the
display would normally �x – which is quick-release.

Adjustable Dampers
To allow for different loads the dampers can be tightened or
loosened to make sure the display stays where it is when you let
go of it.

SWL 4.5 kg
This mount can support a laptop up to 4.5 kg (9.9lbs), and a
display up to 8.0 kg (17.6 lbs).

Display Size 10-34″
The recommended maximum size is 34”, but if a larger display has
the correct mounting points and weighs less than the SWL this
mount can support it safely.

Vents
Slots in the shelf keep the device cool, maximising air�ow.

Foam Dots
High-density foam dots help to isolate vibration and keep the
device in place. They also hold tablets off the tray to help air�ow.
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SPECIFICATIONS

VFM-DAD3+S White Monitor Desk Dual Arm with shelf

Double-Pivot
Two articulated points in the horizontal arm allow a huge range of
positioning. The arm reach is up to 460 mm (18″).

Cable Management
Cables can be routed along the arm.

Grommet Included
In some applications you might prefer to drill a hole in the table
and �x the mount directly.

Swivel and Tilt
The ultra-�exible design allows -45-45° of tilt adjustment, and -90-
90° of swivel range.

Rotate
Easily move the shelf from landscape to portrait style.

Maximum Height
The maximum height from the desk top to the shelf is 510 mm
(20.1″). Maximum reach of each arm is 622 mm (24.5″).

VFM-DAD3: PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
see dimensions image

VFM-DAD3: PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
422 x 325 x 143 mm / 16.6″ x 12.8″ x 5.6″ (length x width x height)

VFM-DAD3: PRODUCT WEIGHT
5.8 kg / 12.8 lbs

VFM-DAD3: PACKAGED WEIGHT
7.4 kg / 16.3 lbs

VFM-DA3SHELF: PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
292 x 275 mm / 11.5 x 10.8″

VFM-DA3SHELF: PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
325 x 287 x 45 mm / 12.8″ x 11.3″ x 1.8″ (length x width x height)

VFM-DA3SHELF: PRODUCT WEIGHT
1.0 kg (2.2 lbs)

VFM-DA3SHELF: PACKAGED WEIGHT
1.2 kg / 2.6 lbs

LAPTOP SAFE WORKING LOAD
4.5 kg (9.9 lbs)

DISPLAY SAFE WORKING LOAD
9 kg (20 lbs)

LAPTOP/TABLET SIZE
292-430 mm (11.5-16.9″)

VESA SIZES
75 × 75 mm 100 × 100 mm

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Aluminium

COLOUR
White

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
8 x M4 12 mm (1/2″) screw 8 x M5 12 mm (1/2″) screw 8 x M6 12
mm (1/2″) screw

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

COMPLIANCES
RoHS, REACH

ORDER PART CODE: DESK POST WITH SHELF
VFM-DAD3+S [EU SAP: 4871925/ US SAP: tba]

ORDER PART CODE: SHELF BY ITSELF
VFM-DA3SHELFW [EU SAP: 4850741/ US SAP: 13411210]
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